Internal and External Workload in Youth Basketball Players Who Are Symptomatic and Asymptomatic for Patellar Tendinopathy.
Nested case-control study. Patellar tendinopathy is an overuse condition characterized by patellar tendon pain at the inferior pole of the patella and is common in basketball players. To examine the differences in external and internal workload (WL) in players with and without patellar tendinopathy. Workload was monitored in 152 players (aged 13 - 18 years) for a one-week period including all practices, games and conditioning sessions. Players were pre-screened into patellar tendinopathy cases and no-patellar tendinopathy controls using the previously validated Oslo Sport Trauma Research Centre Patellar Tendinopathy Questionnaire. Simple linear regression analysis with adjustment for clustering by team and Bonferroni correction was used to examine mean differences in measures of external WL (cumulative jump counts using VERT 2.0 devices & sessions completed) and internal WL (RPE in arbitrary units [AU]) between cases and controls. A total of 144 players (19 cases, 125 controls) met inclusion for final analyses. No significant differences were found between players with patellar tendinopathy and no patellar tendinopathy in the three outcomes: jump count [mean difference (98.3%CI) = 45 jumps (-40 to 130), p=0.177], basketball sessions [mean difference (98.3%CI) = 0.9 (-0.3 to 2.2), p=0.067], and sRPE [mean difference (98.3%CI) = 346 AU (-459 to 1151), p=0.260]. In the current study, a significant difference in WL was not detected between youth basketball players with patellar tendinopathy and players with no patellar tendinopathy. Efforts towards identifying players at early stages of patellar tendinopathy and applying relevant interventions are warranted. J Orthop Sports Phys Ther, Epub 6 Sep 2019. doi:10.2519/jospt.2020.9094.